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MACN Spring Meeting:
Summary Notes
The purpose of this brief to provide a high-level overview of the activities and
outcomes of the MACN Spring Members Meeting. The brief can be shared with
management, colleagues, and peers.
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MACN Spring Meeting: Summary Notes
MACN’s Spring Meeting was held at the St Pancras Renaissance Hotel in London on April 27-28, 2022. The meeting
covered a mix of plenary sessions and workshops. On the first day, members had the opportunity to get inspired by
the work that the Nigerian government has been implementing together with MACN local partner CBi and had the
chance to hear in breakout sessions from MACN’s local partners who are supporting and implementing actions on
the ground in Nigeria, Egypt, India, and Bangladesh. The sessions and discussions on the second day revolved around
MACN’s capability building workshops as well as the different industry working groups.
Participants gained useful insight from a range of speakers:
•

Professor Bolaji Owasanoye, SAN, Chairman of Independent
Corrupt Practices & Other Related Offences Commission (ICPC) and

•

Mr. Emmanuel Jime, Executive Secretary/CEO of Nigerian Shippers

MACN now has 171 members, since

Council provided us with the firsthand insights of the steps taken

last meeting 5 new companies have

by Nigerian government and raised the call for future collaboration.

been welcomed in the Network. Visit

We had MACNs local partner Mr. Artem Serhiiovych Volkov, joining
us online from Ukraine and gave us an update on the current status
in Ukraine and Ukrainian waters.

•

We heard from Funke Agbor, Partner at Dentons, Daniel Martin,
Partner at HFW and Angela Papalaskaris, Partner at Brown Rudnick
on compliance trends and pitfalls in 2022.

•

MACN is Growing!

Members shared the successes they have had in fighting corruption
globally.

MACN website for the complete list
of Members.
Follow MACN on LinkedIn and
Facebook
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Board update and governance
In a plenary session the MACN Chair and Vice Chair presented the work done at Board level since the last meeting
and nominated Ann Shazell as Chair and Capt. Rajesh Unni as Vice Chair for MACN and Martin Krafft as a new Board
Member. The Members both present in person and joining online were asked to vote on the Board motions which
were approved by the majority of the voting. The MACN Cashier also gave a financial update on the audited results
for 2021 and highlighted the strong growth in 2021 together with the solid start in 2022.

Collective Action Countries
During the country breakout sessions, we heard from our local partners in Nigeria, Egypt, India, and Bangladesh. We
discussed how MACN’s local partners are supporting and implementing collective action with MACN on the ground.
The sessions provided MACN members with the opportunity to interact more closely with the partners and discuss
various risks and challenges, and same time learn of the opportunities that lie ahead.

Launch of Global Port Integrity Platform
MACN laucnhed a new Data Site that gives membes access to the MACN’s incident data collected since 2011. The
new site also includes the Global Port Integirty Platform - an online platform assessing the integrity performance of
ports. Please go to MACN.dk and use your members login to access the new site.
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Capability Building Sessions
eLearning and training: MACN presented its three eLearning modules for Captains, Port Agents, and Operations
Teams and In-person integrity training modules. MACN is currently developing new training modules for P&I Clubs,
Train the Trainers including government training, and the next generation of seafarers (e.g., Academies and Cadet
schools)
Beacon App: The past few months, some MACN members have tested an app aimed at supporting Captains in highrisk ports. The app can contact relevant persons via audio and visual capabilities based on where the ship is located
and as per company protocol. By enhancing transparency, the app can serve as a potential deterrent for corrupt
demands. We welcome companies to pilot and test the app. Please contact the Secretariat for more information.
Third Party Risk Management Community Platform: Marcura shared a Demo presentation of the new platform whose
features aim to resolve due diligence challenges in the industry pushing for a community element embedded in the
system and part of the subscription fees are going back to the industry through collective action efforts under MACN.
We now welcome companies to pilot and test the platform. Please contact the Secretariat for more information.

Progress in the Industry Segment Working Groups
Container Carrier: The container carrier workshop focused on compliance building and implementation. In an
interactive session members discussed how to execute a say no campaign internally and shared experiences on how
to build solid compliance from HQ to frontline. Participants also discussed the importance and, at the same time the
difficulty, of identifying the right incentives to drive good compliance in any organization.
Dry & Wet cargo: Members shared their experiences also in supporting each other. The workshop included a speaker
from RightShip focusing on how they are finding ways to support the industry. Members had the opportunity to
interact more closely on the various risks and challenges, and at same time learn of the opportunities that may lie
ahead.
P&I clubs: Over several years industry associations, companies and insurance providers in the maritime sector have
noticed a systemic challenge with cargo shortage claims on goods being imported to Pakistan. These claims are
related to both dry bulk and liquid bulk cargo. In this session, P&I clubs representatives took a closer look at the
shortage claims in Pakistan, attempting to come closer to a root cause for the issue and think about next steps for
how the challenge can be addressed.
Port Agents: In this session we heard from MACN’s port agent community on how local engagement can be boosted
and how MACN can increase its local engagement with port agencies. During the session, we discussed the work that
MACN is doing to train and support local port agents and, in particular, building capacity of subagents. The working
group reflected on how existing MACN members can gain from MACNs work on local capacity building.
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Workshop on ESG and Vessel Life Cycle Assessment:
We finished off the second day with a workshop on ESG reporting and governance with a focus on how MACN can
serve as an important instrument in members’ ESG reporting and we kicked off a corruption life cycle assessment.
The assessment will focus on potential corruption risks in the different stages of a vessel’s lifetime as well as what
corruption risks that seafarers may encounter during his or her career.

Thank you for your excellent participation and ongoing engagement in MACN!

MACN
MACN.dk

